
When Life Cracks You Open

This Rainbow Sings
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In the midst of becoming a NOBODY,

This light

spilled

Through

My

Fingers.

May it fill your soul and awaken you into your own radiance.
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Every man you see is a King unfolding.

Even if he doesn’t know it yet.



Name the Kings you see in you life.

1. ___________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________

4. ___________________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________________

7. ___________________________________________________



FATHERS & SONS

Let’s talk about fathers who give their souls to navigate sons and

daughters through terrain that wants to eat them alive.



When I was a boy I used to stand in the bathroom doorway every

single day and watch my father shave.

The only way to become a man in this world is to look yourself in the

mirror and tell the truth about who you are.

Do that while your sons & nephews are watching.



When a man comes to a certain age without fathering children, he

realizes there’s a womb sitting right in the center of his chest

begging to give birth to something.

True virility derives from integrity & authenticity.



The swirling rapids of what it means “to be a man” in some

neighborhoods can knock down buildings full of Good Fathers.

There are forces like forgiveness, vulnerability, and integrity

that blast holes in every brick made of fear.



A father asks, “What more could I have done?”

A boy becomes a man when he takes full responsibility for who he’s

become.



I’ve never met a man who thought he was “ready” to become a father,

but once the child is born a man is forced down on the mat with a

knee in his back. Here begins the epic wrestling match every father

has with a culture that wants to steal his child’s soul.



Dear Dad,

Did I become the man you wanted me to be?

Have I been a Good Son?

Are you PROUD of me?

#everyson

In every father’s heart, questions dangle like anchors off the side of a

ship.

Back breaking,

soul crushing questions bloated with losses and remorses.



In every father’s heart live a crown of thorns that sing:

Did I give you the tools?

Was I there when you needed me?

Did I do enough?

Was I a Good Father?

#everyfather



I see you, son.

A father’s blessing is light to the leaf of every son, lifting him into a

I’m proud of you.

man like a tree dropping all manner of seeds onto moist, fertile earth.



A son looks at his father and sees more than a man.  He sees a

mountain that begs, “come climb, come stand on my shoulders and

witness your inheritance.”

Take your boy into nature and show him how to cultivate sensitivity to

living, breathing things that communicate in languages we can’t

understand.



Show him what real courage is.

Tell him your fears.

Skip the “No Fear” bullshit.

Go beyond clichés.

Talk about how you feel.

Ask him how he feels.

Don’t let him escape into cartoon masculinity.



THE DEEP MASCULINE

The Deep Masculine that lives in every man creates sanctuary for

women, for children, for the elderly, for the weak, for the vulnerable,

and even for all the diverse expressions of masculinity.

Masculinity is not one thing.

It’s many things and it can’t be destroyed.

We mold it in our hands in the image of our hearts.



THE ALCHEMY OF RACE

White Privilege means being able to fall asleep even when the village

is on fire.

Rage doesn’t have a color.

It’s not “Black rage” or “White rage”.

It’s OUTrage

And

Outrage is a rainbow on fire.



To make believe something foul isn’t happening is to break your

eardrums against the deafening White Noise machine. The past

presents itself in the PRESENT for a purpose. It comes forward, like a

hungry child begging for acknowledgement.



A “spiritual breath-mint” is not going to cure this dis-ease.

We ain’t gonna Namaste ourselves to a just world.



We heal when we give each other safe space by listening to each

other share our experiences.

Open ears are the gateway to an open heart.

An open heart is the gateway to an open mind.



HOW MEN CRY

When a man shuts his emotions in, his body turns into a burning

building.

The man whose life has become a howl might never shed a tear.

You’ll never see him cry.

He swallows his grief and masquerades around in a Hulk costume.

He becomes a walking cage full of muted sobs.



Maybe we can build pits where men can go just to cry.

We can re-grow all the trees in every forest on the planet with the

unexpressed tears from men.



SNAKE SKIN DROPPINGS

I’m changing.

My face, my mind, my body are changing.

The more I let go, the more I become something new.

The Lord of Form is no match for a man who knows who he is.



The Holy Grail is an intentional willingness to surrender one’s life to

something greater than me, myself & I.

The river flows into creating some kind of beauty in the world.

I realize my majesty when I witness the beauty that flows from

abandoning all thoughts, wishes, and ideas of me, myself & I.



SHIVA & KALI WALKED INTO A BAR

A man disconnected from his inner feminine speaks with a forked

tongue because he has a forked soul.

You can’t trust a man like that.



In the new world, the most powerful man will be the one who’s owned

his mistakes gracefully and turned his apologies into a living,

breathing amends.



The primary competency for being a mature man in the #meetoo era

is the capacity

to

surrender

the need to be right.

#metoo forces me to grow my capacity for courage,

to let go of clinging to places where I hide.



#metoo challenges me to grow my capacity to face the music from all

the strings I’ve pulled in my life;

The capacity to let go of my illusions about reputation, power, and

control;

The capacity to allow consequences to instruct and improve me,

the capacity to choose

not to shrink

into a lonely, bitter old man;

The capacity to create sanctuary and space for the feminine as a

guiding force in my life.



When living things know you’re afraid of them, they think you want to

hurt them.

Fear invites violence.

Investigate your fears.



OK CUPID

Never mind the crazy boyfriend.

Each of us has a responsibility to dive deep and shake hands with our

own crazy parts.

You don’t find an awakened man in a place.

You find him within your own awakening.

You find him on your own mat, inside your own practice of loving

yourself.



You might want to nurture a story that you’re better than the men or

women you’ve been with because they behaved badly.

Maybe you’ve googled their behaviors and claimed a diagnosis for

them.

Now you have a fancy name to characterize how pathological they

were.

It’s them, it’s not you.

Don’t hurt yourself with that sad song anymore.

We don’t attract a partner who behaves as well as we do.

We attract the one we believe we deserve.



Pray for a heart so soft it can’t break anymore.



MAN’S BEST FRIEND

When my puppy destroyed my altar filled with cherished sacred

objects, I realized the futility of collecting spirituality.

Without an open & engaged heart, spirituality is just an ornament on

grandma’s coffee table.



I’m attentive, loving and thoroughly devoted to my dog.

He’s my soulmate.

One day it hit me, if I’m that loving with my dog, why shouldn’t I

expect the universe to be that loving to me?

Why wouldn’t I expect creation to be just as attentive, forgiving and

compassionate with me?

Why shouldn’t I expect the mystery of the universe to send me an

angel that awakens me joyfully & gently into the world each day?



CREATIVE AWAKENING

With every new breath each of us inherits the right to recreate

ourselves,

to learn from the past but not cling to it,

to step into a greater version of ourselves.

Life is a husk that carries within it the seed of something greater.



The universe is an echo.

All I hear is the sound of my own signature

picking strings across the stars.

Every word I write

and every stroke of my brush

is a child

born out of the love within me

seeking a voice.



Your depression is a sign that your heart is giving up hope that your

head is gonna figure it all out.

Keep going with that.

There is no thought that can match the power and beauty of a free

heart.



Why set up a story telling myself that awakening will never come in

this life?

Why buy into this story that it can only come thru hardship &

suffering?

How about more JOY?

Why not consider there is a more loving force than me carrying me

right now?

Why not admit there’s

no way ever

that I will not be okay?



I’ve got a whole life in me that’s begging for a voice in this world.

Spiritual practices are shadows cast by the sun that erupts from a

heart free of pretence and judgment.

How much more joy can I allow myself to have?

How much freedom can I have?



There’s no reason not to

create myself in the image of the highest as I understand it

and to declare that out loud in living color.

There is no box that can contain the great I AM.

I AM.

TURIYA.

TURIYA EYE_M
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